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ABSTRACT

197 198
Gamma-ray spectra from the reaction Au(n,-y) Au

have been measured at several incident energies between

30 keV and 2.5 MeV. The y-ray detector was a Nal(Tl) scin-

tillation detector and time-of-flight techniques were uti-

lized to suppress background. A y-ray strength function was

deduced from the spectra by a spectrum fitting method. The

strength function indicates a resonance-like structure at

E =5.5 MeV. Comparison is made with the y-ray strength

derived from photonuclear work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The y-ray strength function, here specified as the av-

erage reduced width for El transitions, is a statistical

concept utilized in predictions of capture cross sections

and y-ray spectra. The strength function is normally derived

from the experimentally measured y-ray absorption cross sec-

tion [1]. Most of the El strength is localized in the giant

dipole resonance and the basic properties of this resonance

are generally quite well established. In many applications,

however, one is primarily interested in the capture cross

sections and y-ray spectra around and below the neutron bind-

ing energy, an energy region which is significantly below

the peak of the giant dipole resonance. For this energy

region very little strength function information is avail-

able from photonuclear work.

An attempt to overcome this difficulty is made by using

a functional form (generally one or two Lorentz curves) to

describe the experimentally measured y-ray absorption cross

section in the giant dipole resonance region and by extra-

polating this form to lower energies so as to estimate the

capture cross section and y-ray spectra at these energies.

This extrapolation predicts a y-ray strength function which

varies smoothly with energy and which is inconsistent [2]

with (d,py) and (n,y) spectra from nuclei in the mass region

just below A = 208. These spectra have an anomaly at 5.5 MeV

which has been experimentally shown to be in the primary

decay of excited states. In addition, it has been shown that

the anomaly is not due to a level density fluctuation.

Much of the information on y-ray strength functions

below 10 MeV in nuclei near Pb have been derived from ex-

periments on Au. In particular, the claim that the 5.5 MeV

anomaly in y-ray spectra is due to a strength function irre-

gularity rather than a level density irregularity is based

on (d,py) spectra [3] and (n,y) spectra [4,5] from initial

excitation regions 150 to 200 keV wide. These spectra look

very similar for excitation regions spanning many MeV.
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However the Au(n,.) spectrum measured utilizing 2.6 MeV

neutrons [6] did not agree in detail with spectra recorded

utilir;ny 2.2 and 3.2 MeV neutrons [4]. Also in several pub-

lications [7,8] Jain et al question the evidence for non-

statistical effects in Au and, in particular [7], the evi-

dence for a 5.5 MeV anomaly in the (n,y) spectra.

It is the purpose of this work to again study the y-Tay

strength function below 9 MeV in Au by measuring the y-ray

spectra following the capture cf 30 keV to 2.5 MeV neutrons

and to take particular care in the experimental details so

as to resolve past discrepancies. We have also investigated

the contribution from the capture of neutrons inelastically

scattered in the Au sample and the y-ray intensity per neutron

capture as a function of neutron energy.

2. EQUIPMENT

Neutrons were produced by the Li(p,n) Be and H(p,n) He

reactions using the 1.8 ns pulsed proton beam at the 6 MV

Van de Graaff accelerator at AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Sweden.

Details of the target area used in the final measurements

for neutron energies 1.2 to 2.5 MeV are shown in Fig 1. The

relative positions of the H gas target, the sample, the

Nal detector and the neutron monitors are shown. Also shown

is the lead, wax and tungsten (hevimet) shielding used to

reduce the background in the Nal detector.

The experimental arrangement shown in Fig 1 has several

features which are improvements over an earlier arrangement
3 7

[6]. The H target is preferred to the Li target as a source

of monoenergetic neutrons above 700 keV since at proton

energies above 2.4 MeV the Li(p,n) Be reaction gives two

groups of neutrons to the ground and excited states of Be.

The extensive use of shielding reduces the background in

the Nal detector significantly. The neutron flux on the

sample is measured with neutron monitors.

The H gas was contained in a 3 cm lone cell by a 2.5

mg/cm Ni foil at a pressure of 150 kPa. The cell was cooled
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by forced air and the volume into which the H could expand

was kept to a minimum by short capillary tubing. Details of

the H target and gas handling system have been published

[9]. The proton energy loss to the centre of the gas cell

was in the range 150 to 250 keV. The energy spread of

neutrons on the 8 cm diameter Au sample placed at an angle

of 4 5° and 16.5 cm from the target (Fig 1) was about 200

keV and was due to straggling in the Ni foil, to energy

loss in the H gas and to the solid angle subtended by the

sample. For the measurements at E =0.03 and 0.56 MeV a
7 n

Li target was used. The neutron energy spread was about

50 keV.

A number of shielding configurations were tried before

the final arrangement was obtained. Initially smaller amounts

of shielding were tried since a considerable improvement in

detector solid angle was possible. However too little shield-

ing was more detrimental than none at all and it was shown

that 40 cm of boron loaded paraffin was necessary to make

improvements on the simple shadow bar arrangements of earlier

//ork [5,6], A number of combinations of wax, lithium hydride,

lead and tungsten as a shadow bar were tried before the one

shown in Fig 1 was selected as the optimum. Finally, a 0.2

cm lead screen was placed in front of the Nal detector.

The neutron flux at 30° to the incident beam direction

was measured by a plastic s^intillator operating in the time

of flight mcde. The relative nsutron flux on the sample could

then be calculated by integrating the known H(p,n) He dif-

ferential cross section [10] over the solid angle subtended

by the sample. The relative efficiency of the plastic scin-

tillator as a function of neutron energy was determined at

two proton energies by removing the sample and measuring the

neutron flux in the plastic as a function of its angle with

the incident beam (i.e. neutron energy) and normalizing the

measurements to the neutron flux at 0° as measured by a

stationary BF, counter. The two calibration measurements

for the plastic overlapped and gave an efficiency curve for

0.6 to 3 MeV neutrons.
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The detector signals were fed into conventional ORTEC

electronics. The ancde pulse from the Nal 56AVP photomulti-

plier was fed into a fast discriminator, the output of which

started the time to amplitude convertor (TAC). The machine

pulse signal after suitable delay stopped the TAC. The TAC

output and the Nal linear signal, suitably amplified and

gated, were fed into a 16 x 256 analyser array for storage

and subsequent analysis. The pulse from the plastic scin-

tillator was fed into another TAC unit, so that neutrons

of the correct energy could be counted. Pulses from the BF~

monitor were also counted.

3. PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS

The time spectrum for 2.5 MeV neutrons incident on the

8 cm diameter by 0.5 cm thick Au sample is shown in Fig 2.

This spectrum corresponding to y-ray pulses greater than

1.5 MeV consists of a random background, a prompt peak due

to y-rays from the Au sample and c smaller peak due to neu-

tron elastically scattered from the sample. The lov; random

background and small fast neutron peak indicate the effect-

iveness of the shielding. The narrow prompt y-ray peak

(2.5 ns) enables one to exclude several sources of back-

ground. Gamma rays travelling directly from the target to

the detector arrive about 7.3 ns earlier than those from

the sample and are excluded from the prompt time peak. Neu-

trons scattered from the shielding and supports into the

sample arrive at least 4.5 ns after neutrons arriving directly

from the target and are also excluded from the prompt peak.

The time spectrum also measures the random background

before the proton pulse arrives {above channel 200 in Fig 2)

and after the neutrons reach the sample (channels 100 to

150) . The latter background snould be larger due to neu-

trons scattered into the collimator. By summing over 30

channels to the right and to the left of the prompt peak it

can be shown that the background on the left is 10 % larger

than the background on the right. However a careful exairina-
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tion of the y-ray spectra from these two time regions indi-

cates that the extra 10 % is entirely low energy y-rays

and that the correct random y-ray spectrum to subtract

from the prompt y-ray spectrum is the one associated with

events occurring before the proton pulse arrives.

The magnitude of the background with no sample in the

beam was measured at several energies and was found to be

very small. At 2.5 MeV the sample out yield in the prompt

time peak was less than 2 % of the yield with the sample in.

The statistical uncertainty of this background was 50 %.

Another test of the background was made with a Bi

sample in a 0.56 MeV neutron beam. After random background

subtraction no y-rays were observed above 5.2 MeV, the maxi-

mum possible y~ray energy for the Bi sample.

Examples of the prompt and random y-ray spectra are

shown in Fig 3 for the 0.5 cm thick Au sample at E =2.5

MeV. This figure shows that in the y-ray energy range 3.5

to 6 MeV, the random background is from 15 to 20 % of the

prompt yield. The prompt y-ray intensity increases rapidly

below the (n,n'Y) threshold at 2.5 MeV and becomes equal to

the random intensity above the maximum y-ray energy expected

for the Au sample (9.0 MeV). The low energy region of the

random spectrum contains the 2.22 MeV H(n,y) H line which

was used in each measurement to continuously check the energy

calibration. The electronics were energy calibrated between

each measurement using the 2.22 MeV line and the 4.44 MeV

y-ray from a PuBe source.

The only background not accounted for by the foregoing

precautions and measurements is the one due to capture in

the sample of neutrons inelastically scattered in the sample

itself. The importance of this multiple reaction correction

has been discussed by Devaney [11] who has derived proba-

bility formulae for a thin slab. The magnitude of the effect

for a Au slab can be calculated using these formulae, the

known Au cross section? [12,13] and the energy distribution

of the inelastic neutrons. The inelastic cross sections to

individual levels have been measured for incident neutron
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energies up to about 1.6 MeV, and hence, detailed calcula-

tions can be made up to this energy. The calculations in-

dicate that the multiple reaction contribution for the

0.5 cm Au sample increases from 6 % at 0.56 MeV to 10 % at

1.5 MeV and for the 0.1 cm sample from 2 % to 3 %. The con-

tribution is expected to be higher at higher neutron

energies. Estimates can be made by assuming an energy dis-

tribution of the inelastically scattered neutrons. For an

incident neutron energy of 2.5 MeV we estimate the contri-

butions to be 5 %, 15 % and 25 % for slab thickness of 0.1

cm, 0.3 cm and 0.5 cm, respectively.

An attempt was made to determine the magnitude of the

multiple reaction effect at. an incident neutron energy of

2.5 MeV by measuring the —ray spectra for the 0.1, 0.3 and

0.5 cm thick Au samples. Differences in the spectrum shape

and in the (n,Y) yield per unit thickness as a function of

sample thickness can be related to the (n,n')(n',Y) effect.

The three spectra normalized to equal incident neutron flux

times sample thickness and corrected for neutron and y~ray

attenuation in the sample are shown in Fig 4. The curve is

for the 0.5 cm sample, the dots and crosses are for the 0.3

cm and 0.1 cm samples, respectively. Except for the 0.1 cm

sample, the statistical error is too small to be shown. Com-

pared to the results for the 0.1 cm sample, the yields for

the 0.3 cm and 0.5 cm samples are about 6 % and 14 % higher,

respectively. These results indicate that the multiple reac-

tion effect is smaller than estimated. It is observed that

within the accuracy of this experiment the spectral shapes

are the same. Thus, for the purpose of this investigation

all measurements can be made with the 0.5 cm sample.

4. RESULTS

The fast neutron capture soectra of Au were measured

at six neutron energies from 0.03 MeV to 2.5 MeV. Four of

these spectra, shown in Fig 5, were recorded with simultane-

ous neutron flux measurements and were normalized to the

number of neutrons captured. The full line is the E = 2.5
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MeV spectrum and the dotted curve is the spectrum at

E =2.0 MeV. The squares and crosses are for E =1.5 andn n

1.2 MeV respectively and these points in general, fall

within the envelope of the two curves. The measured analy-

ser channel distribution was converted to the pulse height

energy distribution by using the energy calibrations re-

corded during each measurement. The plotted points are

averaged over 500 keV intervals to reduce statistical fluc-

tuations and the curves have been normalized to the same

number of neutron captures by using the measured neutron

flux in the plastic scintillator and the known Au(n,y)

cross section [12,13]. Error bars are drawn on three high

energy points only. A vertical line at the high energy end

of each curve shows the maximum y-ray energy expected for

the incident neutron energy used. The small differences in

the yield of y-rays in the region from 3 MeV to about 6 MeV

are attributed to differences in the multiple reaction con-

tribution, uncertainties in the neutron flux measurements

and in the published Au(n,y) cross sections. Above 7 MeV

the E m a x cut off determines the curve separation. The dif-

ferences between the spectra below E = 3 MeV are expected

because of variations of the (n,n'y) threshold.

Fig 5 shows not only that the neutron capture y-ray

spectra are similar in shape, which has been previously

reported [5], but also that within the experimental uncer-

tainty the "anomalous" y-rays about 5.5 MeV have constant

intensity per neutron capture.

The Au(n,y) spectra recorded at E =0.03 and 0.56 MeV

were similar in shape to those shown in Fig 5 except at

y-ray energies above 6 MeV where the intensity goes to zero

at E m a x (see Fig 5). Since the plastic scintillator calibra-

tion was inaccurate below 0.6 MeV we were unable to normalize

these two spectra to a unit number of neutron captures. For

the subsequent analysis these spectra were arbitrarily nor-

malized to those in Fig 5.
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5. CALCULATION OF y-RAY SPECTRA

From the statistical model of compound nucleus decay

[14] the primary spectrum of dipole y-rays following the

population of a group of levels at E. with spin and parity
A

J IS

= C(EA) (1)

Here \>(E..,E ) is the number of y-rays per unit popula-
"• y

tion between E and E +dE and p'(E -E ) is the density of
y Y Y * Y

levels at E^-E to which transitions are allowed. The nor-
A Y

malization constant C(EA) is determined such that levels

are populated and deexcited with equal probability. The

average partial y-ray width <r ..> is often conveniently

expressed in terms of the y-ray strength function, f(E ),

which for dipole transitions is

f(EY, . - j (2)

and which for ground state transitions can be related to

the photoabsorption cross section. [For a comprehensive

review, see Bartholomew et al [2].]

By substitution, eq (1) becomes

v(E. ,E ) = C(E.
Ay "

f(E
P'(E-E)

2 (3)

In the calculations it is convenient to apply a level

density function of the form [15]

(4)

where a is the spin cut-off factor and P O(
E
X>

 i s t n e density

of levels with J = 0 which can be determined from known level
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densities at low excitation energy, usually 1 - 2 MeV above

the ground state, and at the neutron binding energy, B .

It has previously been pointed out, e.g. by Bartholomew

et al [2] that the factorization of p, into spin-dependent
j

and spin-independent parts is very useful in this context

particularly if a is independent of energy since then eq

(3) reduces to

f(EY)
3pQ(Ex-E

>o(E;/
(5)

The experimentally measured y-ray distribution is the

total spectrum of primary, secondary and subsequent y-rays

from a capture state at E and is given by

B
n

v(Ey) = + / (6)

Gamma-ray distributions are calculated by assuming a

level density distribution and a y-ray strength function

whose functional from [2] is independent of E^. The primary

spectrum is numerically calculated using finite energy in-

tervals (A = 0.1 MeV in this work). This calculation yields

values of the population of levels below the capturing

energy E , and this information is fed back into the calcu-

lation to determine the secondary, tertiary etc spectra

which must be added to the primary spectrum for comparison

with the measured y-ray distribution. Secondary y-rays from

unbound levels, i.e. E. > B , have been excluded since the
A n

neutron emission probability of thesa levels is much larger

than the y-ray decay probability.

The level density distribution was assumed [2] to be

P0(Ex) = Ae (7)

and good agreement with the known level density below 2 MeV

and above B was obtained with a constant temperature,
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T = 0.75 MeV [6]. The results of the calculations are

exemplified in Fig 6. The v-ray strength function used

in the calculation is shown in the insert and the level

density is given by eq (7) with T = 0.75 MeV. The constant

value of f(E ) below 3.5 MeV implies that the primary spec-

trum below this energy has a shape which is determined by
3 —E /Tthe product E e y' . The break in the f(E ) curve at about

3.5 MeV and the steep increase up to about 5.5 MeV is ref-

lected in the primary spectrum by a corresponding break at

3.5 MeV and a second maximum around 5.2 MeV. Above about

4 MeV the total spectrum is dominated by primary transitions

Secondaries and subsequent steps in the cascade cause the

increase in the total spectrum below 4 MeV.

The dependence of the spectrum shape on the level den-

sity distributions with f(E ) fixed is illustrated in Fig 7

for an incident neutron energy of 1.2 MeV. In addition to a

spectrum calculated with T = 0.75 MeV, the spectra with

T = 0.70 MeV and 0.80 MeV are shown. The differences be-

tween the three curves are primarily in the high-energy

part of the spectrum, i.e. where the contribution of the

primaries dominates. This implies that it is possible by

suitably changing f(E ) for each T to make all spectra

similar. For example, for T = 0.70 MeV, a f(E ) which is

somewhat steeper above 3.5 MeV and which has a maximum value

at 6.5 MeV about 1.3 times the f(E ) for T = 0.75 MeV would
Y

yield a spectrum similar to the one for T = 0.75 MeV.

The absolute normalisation of the strength function

can be obtained from the average total radiative width,

<r > determined in neutron resonance capture experiments.

The relation is

1

The absolute magnitude of the strength function is

strongly dependent on the level density. In fact, the serious

discrepancies between the strength functions previously de-
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rived for Au can be shown to be primarily due to differ-

ences in the assumed level density distributions [2J. The

normalization requires that the shape of f(E ) should be

determined over the whole E -range, i.e. also for low-

energy Y~rays. This can not be done with the present data

in which the emphasis is on the neutron energy dependence

of the high-energy part of the capture y-ray spectrum and

where the low-energy y~rays from inelastic neutron scatter-

ing can not be subtracted out. Absolute normalisation of

the f(E ) curve derived in this work has been made to the
Y

high resolution y-ray results of Loper, Bollinger and Thomas

[16]. These authors used a 2 keV broad neutron beam to aver-

age over the neutron capture states at E and measured the

Y-ray spectrum with Ge(i,i) detectors.

6. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental y~ray spectra for Au are shown by the

crosses in Fig 8. These have been obtained by unfolding the

observed pulse height distributions (Fig 5) by the response

function of the Nal(Tl) detector. This unfolding procedure

has been described previously [6,17]. The unfolding pro-

cedure, which attempts to fit 30 closely spaced lines to a

smooth spectrum, introduces a high degree of correlation

between adjacent intervals and some spurious fluctuations

in adjacent values of the y-ray intensity are expected.

Most of the fluctuation of the values plotted in Fig 8

about a smooth curve is attributed to this correlation.

The shapes of the spectra are nearly the same at all

neutron energies, i.e. the y-ray intensity decreases with

energy up to 3.5 MeV, becomes roughly constant in the range

4.0 to 5.2 MeV and decreases at higher energies. In addition

the four Au spectra, with E > 1 MeV, were experimentally

normalized to a unit number of neutron captures and there-

fore are similar in absolute magnitude as well as in shape.

The similarity of the spectra indicates that a single y-ray

strength function can be found which will yield statistically

calculated spectra in satisfactory agreement with all the
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observed spectra. Such calculated spectra are shown as solid

curves in Fig 8 and were calculated with the strength func-

tion shown as a solid line in Fig 9. Differences in the

spectra as a function of neutron energy are not larger than

the uncertainties due to the measurement, normalization and

calculation. Accordingly these differences can not be con-

sidered as evidence for variations with E. of f(E } or PQ(E ) .

In order to fit the various y-ray spectra in Fig 8 it

is necessary to vary the strength function slightly. This

variation is indicated in Fig 9 by the hatched area. The

effect of this hatched area on the calculated spectrum for

E =2.5 MeV is shown as a hatched area in Fig 8.

Comparison with the results obtained by other experi-

ments as quoted in the review of Bartholomew et al [2] are

also shown in Fig 9. The strength functions derived from

thermal neutron capture (open circles) and from the reaction
197 198

Au(d,p>) Au (filled triangles) show good agreement except

at lower y-ray energies. This low-energy region can not be

investigated in the present neutron capture experiment. As

mentioned in Section 5 absolute normalization of the present

results has been made to the high-resolution y-ray results

[16] shown as filled circles. A single level density formula

(eq 7) and a nuclear temperature of 0.75 MeV were used in

the derivation of these strength functions.

The present experimental y-ray spectra show good agree-

ment with those obtained by Bergqvist and Starfelt [4] and

by Lundberg and Starfelt [5]. However, the spectra disagree

with the measurement [6] of Earle et al at E = 2.6 MeV.

The main discrepancy is that the spectrum of the latter work

[6] has too much y-ray intensity above 5.2 MeV. We note that

an "open" geometry and a small gold sample (100 g) were used

in that experiment. The signal to background ratio was there-

fore unfavourable by comparison with the present work and

introduced a large uncertainty in the strength function shape

particularly at higher energies.

The significant discrepancies between the strength func-
198

tions previously deduced for Au by Bergqvist and Starfelt
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[18] and by Brzosko et al [19] are primarily due to differ-

ences in the assumed level density distributions. This has

been illustrated by Bartholomew et al [2] who showed that
198

different assumed level densities for Au produced dif-

ferences of an order of magnitude in f(E ) at 6 MeV.

Not only was a different level density used in the

early analysis of neutron capture y-tay spectra [5,18],

but also a strength function was applied which was composed

of a resonance at 5.7 MeV (the "pygmy" resonance) superim-

posed on the extrapolated tail of the giant dipole resonance.

However, an examination of their calculated and experimental

spectra [5] shows that their strength function was underesti-

mated in the region above 6 MeV. Better agreement would have

been obtained had they used a y-ray strength function with a

much less pronounced dip (if any) above 6 MeV. Thus it can

be- shown that by using the latest level density distribution

and a strength function similar to the one derived in this

work reasonable fit can be obtained to these early measure-

ments .

The Y~raY strength function derived from the neutron

capture measurement can be compared with the y-ray strength

function extracted from photonuclear work, even though dif-

ferent nuclei are involved. Above the neutron separation
197energy E n = 8.08 MeV in Au, the most detailed information

£3

of the Y~ray strength comes from (f,n) reactions. The y-ray

strength function has been derived [2] from the photo ab-

sorption cross section, a ,
Ya

o a (E ) ^
f(E ) = 8.67 x 10~° - Z | — * _ MeV"J (9)

We consider the experimental photo absorption results

of Veyssiere et al [20]. The results can be described for

y-ray energies above E = 1 2 MeV by a Lorentz curve

(E ) = —;—£-4 *-* (10)
V ( E 2 - E 2 )

2
 + E V
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with the peak cross section a - 540 mb, the resonance energy

E R = 13.7 MeV and width r = 4.75 MeV. (A similar result is

obtained with two Lorentz lines [20].) However, in the low-

energy region, i.e. for E < 12 MeV, the experimental values

fall below the Lorentzian. In order to achieve agreement

with these values of crucial importance for extrapolations

to still lower y-ray energies - the Lorentzian must be mul-

tiplied by a depression factor

a(E -
y

This procedure has previously been followed by Lane and

Lynn [21]. Reasonable agreement with the experimental values

is obtained with E =12.2 MeV and a = 0.164 MeV
o

-1 for

E < E and a = 0 for E > E . A comparison of these results
1 O Y O c

and our derived strength function is shown in Fig 10. The
Lorentzian curve (A) gives a poor fit to the observed strength

197
in the hu(y,n) experiment of Veyssiere et al [20] for

E < 12 MeV (open circles) and also over-estimates the
Y 19 8

strength in Au obtained from neutron capture work. The
inclusion of the depression factor, e y ° / improves the

197 197

fit (curve B) to both the Au(y,n) and Au(n,y) strength

functions.

In conclusion, we find that the shapes of the y-ray
197spectra from neutron capture in Au at various neutron

energies can be described by the statistical decay modrl. A

y-ray strength function can be found that gives satisfactory

agreement with all spectra. This strength function shows a

y-ray energy dependence - possibly a resonance shape - that

cannot be described by an extrapolation of a giant dipole

resonance to low y-ray energies. Furthermore, the Lorentz

line shape, which is frequently used to fit the experimental

y-ray absorption cross sections in the giant dipole resonance

region, does not provide an appropriate description of the

strength in gold at lower y-ray energies. The observed

strength is significantly lower than that estimated from

the Lorentzian tail.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1. Schematic of target, sample, shielding and detectors.

H M is hevimet (p = 16.7 g/cm3).

Fig 2. The TAC spectrum for 2.5 MeV neutrons on 0.5 cm of

Au. A Nal pulse-height treshold of 1.5 MeV was used.

The peaks correspond to y-rays and elastically

scattered neutrons from the Au sample.

Fig 3. The Nal pulse height distribution corresponding to

time windows on the y-ray peak and on the random

background (around channel 200) in Fig 2.

Fig 4. The relative Au(n,y) pulse height distribution per

0.5 MeV for various thicknesses of Au. These curves

have been normalized to unit neutron capture and

corrected for the y-ray attenuation in the Au sample

The differences in the curves are due to the multiple

reaction effect discussed in the text i.e. (n,n*)

followed by (n',y).

Fig 5. The relative Au(n,y) pulse height distributions per

0.5 MeV for various incident neutron energies. These

curves have been normalized to unit neutron capture.

Fig 6. Statistical y-ray spectra calculated with the strength

function shown in the insert and with a constant

nuclear temperature, T = 0.75 MeV, in the level

density formula. The primary and total spectra are

shown.

Fig 7. The effect of various nuclear temperatures on the

calculated y-ray spectra is shown.

Fig 8. The Au(n,y) y-ray intensity per 0.25 MeV as obtained

by dividing the pulse height distribution (Fig 5)

by the Nal response function. The solid lines re-
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present calculated spectra obtained from a single

strength function and level density distribution.

The shaded area indicates approximately the varia-

tion of the observed spectral shapes and is cor-

related with the shaded area in Fig 9.

198

Fig 9. The Au strength functions. The solid line repre-

sents the strength function deduced in this experi-

ment. Comparison is made with the results obtained

from thermal neutron capture (open circles), from
197 1 Q8

Au(d,py) Au (filled triangles) and from aver-

age resonance capture (filled circles). See Ref 2

for details. Our data have been normalized to the

average resonance capture data [16].
Fig 10. The neutron capture 198,

Au strength function compared
197to the Y~ray absorption Au strength function.

The hatched line is as in the previous figure. The

crosses are the Au(-y,n) Au experimental results

[20]. Curve A is an extrapolation of the Lorentzian

curve [20] which fits the Au(y,n) Au data above

12 MeV and curve B is the Lorentzian multiplied by

a depression factor, as discussed in the text.
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